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we may issue updates or upgrades to the product and the software from time to time. you may obtain such upgrades or updates by
accessing the product or the software and following the instructions to obtain such upgrades or updates. you agree that yave shall not be

liable for any loss, including but not limited to, any direct, incidental, special, consequential or other damages, and any liability in excess of
$1,000, arising out of your use of the product or the software, your failure to properly update the product or the software, or your use of the
product or the software after the upgrade or after we have posted an upgrade notice on the product or the software. you should check for
upgrade notices before using an upgraded or updated product or software. your right to use the product or the software is not affected by
the failure of yave to provide any upgrade or update. yave reserves the right to discontinue any product or the software at any time. you

will not reverse engineer, decompile, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code of the product or the software, except and only to the
extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this limitation. the trademarks, logos, trade names, and

service marks (collectively, trademarks) displayed on the product, the software, or in the documentation of the product or the software (the
trademarks) are the property of yave and may not be used without yave's written permission. any other trademarks not owned by yave that

appear in the product, the software, or in the documentation of the product or the software are the property of their respective owners,
which may or may not be affiliated with yave. you are not authorized to use these trademarks in any manner without the written permission

of the owner.
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HyperDeck Studio supports the export of video files in a wide range of HD video formats, includingAVI, MPG, M2TS, MKV, MP4, MP3, WAV,
and AVI in full HD resolution. HyperDeck's file format support gives you a lot of flexibility. You can convert files to your preferred

compressed or uncompressed format so that you can export the video into your favorite editing software. The HyperDeck video file format
is supported on Mac, PC, Windows, Linux andUnix operating systems. HyperDeck Studio is optimized to automatically identify your camera.
The software works by using the built-in or third-party hardware and corresponding drivers. To record smoothly, HyperDeck Studio needs to
know the make, model, resolution, frame rate and other details of your camera. HyperDeck can take care of these requirements on its own.

Just load up the hyperdeck software, plug in the usb cable, select your camera model, resolution and frame rate, and it will record in a
format that is supported by most of the common editing software. The key to enjoying video is good quality! HyperDeck Studio lets you
download your videos to either YouTube, Facebook, Flickr, Vimeo or Google+ via this application. What's more, you can do professional

quality recording using HyperDeck Studio, then edit the files and upload them to any online video hosting service. HyperDeck Studio gives
you the freedom to record with professional quality software and control it from your web browser. You can stream your recorded video

directly from HyperDeck Studio to any of the video streaming sites you choose. HyperDeck Studio also lets you export your video to H.264,
AVI, MOV, M2TS, MP4, MPEG, MKV, MP3, MP2, MPA, WAV and other video formats. 5ec8ef588b
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